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Two facts about impact crater population on Venus, namely (1) observed ruther 
homogeneou.~ sputzal drstributron of craters, and (2) low number of lava embayed craters, 
constrain resurfacing history of Venus. It hud been slzown that the facts are consistent witlz tlze 
catastrophic resurfacing model, implying that almost all the surface was flooded by lava during 
rather slzort period. It had ulso been shown that the equilibrium resurfacing model implying 
constant rate c?f're.surfacing is not con.si,stent with the facts. Presented are advanced models of 
crater population evolution, which give quantitative constraint on duration of surface.formation. 
It wa.s,found that tlze facts are consistent with a resurfacing history with decreasing resurfacing 
rate, in wlzich RMS variution ofsurfice age is not higher than 40 % of averuge surface uge 

Introduction. Analysis of stratigraphic relations between different morphological units on Venus surface [ I ]  
evidences for sigruficant global changes in style and level of volcanic and tectonic activity on the planet during its 
geological history. 

Analysis of spatial distribution of impact craters on Venus [2] showed that statistical hypothesis that the 
distribution is completely spatially random cannot be rejected. It means that the catastrophic resurfacing model 
(CRM) implying global flooding of most of the surface by lava and erasing of almost all primordial impact craters 
during rather short period is consistent with the distribution. This scenario was proposed [3] and asserted [4] as that 
indeed took place on Venus. Under the CRM almost all the surface has uniform age equal to the average surface age 
7'. Estimations of crater emplacement rate [5] led to value of T of about 400 Ma within a factor of 2. 

In the equilibrium resurfacing model ( E M )  [2] the resurfacing is considered as a sequence of randomly spaced 
flooding events; each event erases all craters in a circle of certain radius R; average number of craters erased by one 
event is equal to average number of craters emplaced during the interval between events. Under the ERM standard 
deviation of surface age is 1.4 T. Simulations [2] showed that the ERM is consistent with observed spatial distributior, 
of craters, if R < 220 km. As shown in [3] in this case the model produces too many embayed craters in comparison 
with observed population. 

As noted in [2] the CRM and ERM are end-member representations of possible resurfacing history. In this 
study I present a set of intermediate models and answer the question, 
how far the resurfacing history could deviate from the CRM still 
meeting both observed spatial distribution of craters and small number 
of embayed craters. 61 T 

Models. Following [2] resurfacing is modeled as a sequence of 
randomly spaced flooding events, but resurfacing rate changes with 
time ceasing by the moment (I-P)T, when the surface bore PN craters 
(N is the total number of craters in the observed population). P is a 
model parameter characterizing deviation of the model from the CRM; 
the limit case P = 0 corresponds to the CRM. Complete numerical 
simulation was performed for step-like (A) and linear (R)  decrease of 
resurfacing rate (Fig. 1). For models A the limit case = I corresponds 
to ERM. Fig. 1 also shows inferred frequency distributions of surface 
age Beside j3 the models have another parameter - radius of 
resurfacing event R. To check consistence of modeled and observed 
crater populations I applied the most sensitive statistical tests among 
used in [2] and the same technique. As observed population I used the 
LPI catalog of impact craters [S]. 
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To estimate number of embayed craters in the simulations I 
assigned random effective radius to each simulated crater. It was based 0 
on observed size frequency distribution and correlation between size -2T -7 -(l-P)T Now 
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In [6] the map of crater distribution on Venus was compared with completely randomly generated patterns 
demonstrating their similarity. Similarity of the patterns was clearly seen. In Fig. 3 in the same way the map is 
compared with simulated distributions for model A with P = 0.3 and R = 3000 km. 

and extension of ejecta [5] Following [3] I suggested the R km 
simulated crater got erased, if the circle modeling the flooding ' 5000 
event completely covered the circle modeling the crater, and got 
embayed, if this covering was partial Estimations of number of 2000 
embayed craters in observed population vary from 33 [4] to 
60 93 (51 Comparing simulated and observed craters 1000 

populations it is necessary to take into account that some crater 500 
were embayed with rather recent volcanic episodes neglected in 
the models I supposed that if a model produces average number 200 

of craters larger than 10, it contradicts observations 
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Results of the simulation are summarized in Fig. 2 Shaded CRM 0 2  0 4  0 6  0 8  ERM 

are domains in the plane of model parameters b and R, where both 
simulated spatial distribution and simulated number of embayed 5000 

craters do not contradict observations Maximal deviations from 
2000 

CRM are = 0 3 for models A, and = 0 5 for models B Both 
cases correspond to standard deviation oTsurface age of about 1000 

0 4  T, that i s -  150Ma 500 
Certainly, models A and B do not cover all possible 

decreasing dependences of resurfacing rate Exhausting 200 
examination of all possibilities is impossible, but changing of the 
dependence barely can increase the value of 0 4 T sufficiently At CRM 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

least some simulations with some other decreasing profiles 
showed the same maximal standard deviation of surface age 


